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Local Bisexual Leads Doubly Unsatisfying Sex Life
TORONTO - Despite access to a dating pool over twice as large as the average heterosexual
Canadian’s, local bisexual Andy Zheng, 31, is having sex with exactly none of those people.
“Somewhere out there is a bisexual getting it in with absolutely everyone,” said Zheng. “And
then there’s me. I’ve tried everything. Hookup apps, foreign beauty products, going full tilt
in the shower - nothing. Where some see an ocean, all I see is kilometers and kilometers of
sand.”
Zheng thinks part of the problem lies with the media’s portrayal of bisexuals as playboy
lotharios perpetually fielding butt from all directions. “People think when you’re bisexual,
it’s tits and ass over here, balls and dick over there. Everybody just going at it non-stop,”
said Zheng. “Sort of. Some of us are just at home on a Tuesday crushing an entire Uncle
Tetsu’s cheesecake.”
He clarified the common misconception that the average bisexual’s dating life means
rampant access to sweaty cheek-slapping orgies, the likes of which would surely be the
envy of Caligula, were he alive today. “I mean, it does,” said Zheng, “But from where I’m
sitting, the standards are crazy high. It’s like trying to get into Berghain.”
A recent poll from the Canadian Center for Sexual Health and Awareness supports his
assertion, putting bisexual sex activity at a whopping 49% increase up from non-bisexuals.
“And I’m getting absolutely none of that,” said Zheng. A subsequent poll confirmed: 0% of
respondents across all categories of race, gender, age, and creed indicated their interest in
sex with Zheng.
While Zheng is expected to remain in a state of dismal unfulfillment for the foreseeable
future, he’s nonetheless really excited about his upcoming Tinder Platinum subscription
renewal. “A dream’s a dream until it isn’t,” he says.

